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About This Game

The Empire of the Machines is threatening the entire universe. The League of Aliens and the U.N.E. (United Nations of Earth)
have banded together to defend the galaxy from the invader. Battles are raging everywhere, but it is inside the twisting corridors
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of the Machines underground production facilities, that the tactical upper hand is taken. And the war is won.

Originally designed by Clark Browning, Marco Pecota and Derrick Villeneuve, Legions of Steel is a tactical board game where
players fight battles in a dark and dangerous environment. French Developer Studio Nyx have managed to re-create the deep

and challenging set of rules, while adding slick 3D models, a clever and accessible UI and a load of new features.

Turn-based tactical firefights

Each unit has its own skills and characteristics. It comes with its own set of weapons and abilities making the game deep and
complex for experienced players, yet simple and approachable for novices.

Electronic Warfare (Fog of War)

A game mode on its own, Electronic Warfare is an option players decide to activate and which completely changes the game
into a whole different experience. All maps are playable in Electronic Ware mode

Tactical Options

Players can choose from a host of available firing options
The Advanced Covering Fire options allow for very precise control on what your units do during opponent’s turn

Grenades! Used to unlock gridlocked situations, players can throw them around corners without getting exposed. These are also
used by the Machines to create smoke cover

Leadership points are a very limited resource used to “break” the common rules. Players will use them to add more actions
(movement, fire), increase the odds when firing, or even dodge bullets during opponent’s turn.

Initiative Roll

Each map calls for an initiative roll at the beginning of the turn. Leadership can be spent to influence the roll. The winner of the
roll chooses who starts to play the turn. This system breaks the linearity of turn-by-turn games. Which player is going first is

always unknown.

Suspense above all

Radar detection and echoes add suspense to the gameplay. Every move is a thrill

More numbers!

2 playable factions with their own units and equipment
2 Single player campaigns in an immersive setting
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15 scenarios for single player or multiplayer

Multiplayer

Play with friends online through asynchronous, cross-platform multiplayer using Slitherine’s PBEM++ server or offline using
familiar hotseat mode

Tournament system
This important feature works on the base of the Swiss System Tournament  which uses a non-elimination format. It is very

flexible and dynamic at the same time, allowing for a more challenging experience and it improves the general competitiveness.
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I posted a yes recommend because it's fun for a few hours clicking away.

 I haven't really got very far into the scenarios but I'm afraid to say I'm already bored. I love this type of game but there is just
too much clicking back and forth, I wish there was a way to automate the sales contracts. Other things seem to be a bit of a
mystery, needed better accounting, things happen that I didn't seem to have much control of - in short, the problems are too
much clicking and not enough control/visibility on what is happenning.

That said, they have all the components of a great oil game, just missed the game play aspects a bit.. This is the first early access
game I have ever bought and I like it. Still needs some work but overall it's fun and the story mode does a good job of
introducing you to how the game works.. Multiplayer uses Gamespy so doesn't work, no LAN option either. C'mon Capcom fix
it, get some good PR for a change! :). Big donut men unite!. It's always refreshing to see a horror game that focuses on
unnerving moments, rather that jump scares. However, I don't think this game is worth six dollars. Get it on sale.. Loving the
game...Not so much the strat guide in miirocle caves. Definately recommend game. i dont like to read. It shows the story of
Rorschach and Nite Owl before the Watchmen comic. Awesome
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This is a good game, I enjoyed playing it, the tutorial is quick and easy, controls are easy to understand, I like the different
abillites the shadows have and I really like the defense upon leaving hiding it's good to stop shadows from camping a hiding
spot. Overall it's a really good game and I'd recommend this anyone!. Great game if you want to play some craps outside of
Vegas. Feels like you're back in the casino. If only they could make someone to bring me drinks.. Love the new DLC. I get a
day of the dead feel from the story and setting. Wished it was longer but for the price you can't go wrong. Looking forward to
addition DLC.. \u2019ve been following the DragonScales saga for a while, and keep getting surprised at how good it gets every
single time.

Great to finally be able to buy it at Steam, and now off to lose hours matching scales and discovering how the story goes on..
nice short game. probably one of the worst games ive ever played. dont buy it , you can t even play multiplayer, what a con.
people this is only an add-on. Strange gameplay, strange game. I like sports simulation game, but I really dislike this one. It was
my fault to purchase this game.
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